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Production Engineer focusing on Engineering Changes in Production
Location: Herning
About Nel
Nel is a global, dedicated hydrogen company, delivering optimal solutions to produce, store, and distribute
hydrogen from renewable energy. We serve industries, energy, and gas companies with leading hydrogen
technology. Our roots date back to 1927, and since then, we have had a proud history of development and
continuous improvement of hydrogen technologies. Today, our solutions cover the entire value chain: from
hydrogen production technologies to hydrogen Fueling stations, enabling industries to transition to green
hydrogen, and providing fuel cell electric vehicles with the same fast fueling and long range as fossil-fueled
vehicles - without the emissions.

About the Department and the job
At Nel Hydrogen in Lind, Herning, we are looking for a skilled Production Engineer who can
assist in handling Engineering Change Notes in the Production. As our new Production
Engineer, you will be part of the Operational Excellence Department, which today consists of 7
skilled employees focusing on supporting and developing the production and technical training.
The Operational Excellence is part of the Production Department, but with a focus on
engineering changes you will work interdisciplinary with several other departments, such as
Purchase, Development & Engineering (D&E), Production Planning, Project Execution and
Product Support (PSUP)
Responsibilities
•

•
•
•
•
•

Receive ECNs from PSUP/D&E and coordinate the implementation in our production
Quality Gatekeeper of received ECNs and ensure we receive sufficient information to
implement the changes in a running production
Coordinate with Production Planning and Purchasers to ensure the needed time and
materials are allocated
Follow up on the implementation of ECNs and report when finalized
Participate in Project Handover from Production to Project Execution, with focus on
implemented changes, pending changes and snagging lists
As part of the Operational Excellence team, you will likewise be part of the daily support to,
and optimization of, our production. To the extend your Change Management activities
allow
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Qualifications
Strong Technical understanding. Knows how certain changes affect the production. Understand
the dependencies of a given change order, and how it affects other areas, to ensure a released
ECN contains the ‘full package’
Educational background could be; Production Engineer, Production Technologist, Mechanical
Engineer, Marine Engineer or similar
Personal Qualifications
•

•
•
•
•
•

Very Systematic and Structured
Good at keeping an overview within multiple systems and can create own templates/systems
to maintain the needed overview
Collaborative across the organisation
Feel comfortable providing feedback and ask questions on solutions to ensure the right
quality and level of information in ECNs
Manage changing priorities well
Communicates fluently in Danish and English, verbally and in writing

Apply
To apply, please send your application and CV as soon as possible to
recruitment@nelhydrogen.com. Applications are processed on an ongoing basis.
If you want further information about the position, you can contact Team Lead for Operational
Excellence Morten Kjærgaard Mortensen on +45 2213 8627 or send an email to
MORKM@nelhydrogen.com
Equal opportunity employer
Nel is an equal opportunity employer, and all qualified applicants will receive consideration
for employment regardless of race, colour, religion, sex, national origin, disability status, or any
other characteristic protected by law. All employment is decided based on qualifications, merit,
and business need.

